The Teller’s Warning
“The end is near, boy,” he said, his raspy old voice protruding from the shadows of his hood
on his head. I took this crooked, humped old man for a loony hoot, but his eyes . . .
His eyes were. . .
He pulled his hood off, revealing his ugly scarred face with stitches up and snaking along his
jawbone, and one right across the bridge of his nose. His skin was a disgusting gray and his
eyes…dead and vacant. Nothing was in them except for the obscure point he was trying to lay
out before me. His thick, zombie-like skin looked even more grotesque in the sun. Above his
eyes were no eyebrows! He pointed a scrawny finger at me, a finger with torn, gray skin peeling
off. “You!” he screeched, “Come here! I haven’t finished telling you your fate!”
Jamiel Jones 2014

Normal
I hear people say, “I’m normal,” but the way I see it, all of us are weird in some way that makes
us “normal.” I don’t need to say that I’m normal just to be normal because none of us are really
truly “normal.” I don’t act, or think, or dress the exact same way as the people around me, and I
don’t need to do any of that so I can “fit in.” I don’t want to be “normal” if it means that I lose
my individuality. Some people need to be accepted by others, but the rest of us can do without
the pressure of being accepted. That is what makes us who we are, not someone else. That is
what makes each of us “normal,” but not the same “normal” as the person next to us.
Lee Sprague 2013
We never know how high we rise
Before we reach the sky . . .
E. Dickinson, better known as the lady in white

Sometimes
Sometimes it’s hard to write. Sometimes it’s hard to find the right words. Sometimes it’s hard to
fight—tears, staying awake or defending yourself. Sometimes it’s hard to listen, especially when
your mind is cloudy. Sometimes it’s hard to talk. Sometimes it’s hard to understand. Sometimes
it’s hard to see—the truth, the lies, the world. Sometimes it’s just hard. Just everything.
Sometimes you want to break down. Sometimes you want to be alone. Sometimes you want
comfort. Sometimes you want silence. Sometimes your writing doesn’t turn out the way you
wanted. Sometimes you just can’t get what you want.
Priya Sharma 2014
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On The Frontline
She woke up that day, knowing what’s gonna happen
The man she loves is going away
He knows she’s gonna stick by his side
He knows she’ll still be waiting while on the frontline.

He had his things packed and ready to go
She smiled at him just to let him know.
That if times get hard and he’s not there
She’ll still be waiting.

He kissed her on the forehead and got in the jeep.

She waited for months for another letter to keep
It was only a matter of time
Canaan Cropper

He knew she was still waiting while he was on the frontline

He works hard fighting for our country
He still has her love and time
He thought about her everyday
He knows she’s waiting while he’s still on the frontline
Whitney Shenton 2013
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Ticking
Time is running out
Can’t you hear it?
The ticking of the clock.
How can all of the time
Be encompassed into
A little circle
Never-ending.
But time is running out.
How can that be?
Around and around
Those hands move
Never stopping
Never ending
But always counting down
To something.
To what?
Maybe nothing.
Time is running out.
But how?
Priya Sharma 2014

Kathia Espinoza
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Never shall I forget that evening, the bad earthquake that hit Haiti,
and changed my life completely
Never shall forget that blood
Never shall I forget the faces of those innocent children who were killed under the buildings
Never shall I forget those flames that consumed my heart forever.
Never shall I forget those moments that take my hope away and my broken heart.
Never shall I forget those things, even if I were thirty years old I will never forget those innocent
faces.
Never .
Inspired by Elie Wiesel’s Night
Blondine Pierre Saint 2013

Morgan Flanagan
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I. Umbra
I awake in a dark decrepit cold room. The walls colored green with peeling lead paint.
Below it is what used to be a white tiled floor. My face is in a rotten mattress on the filth
covered floor, facing what looks like a ghastly dentist chair in the centermost part of the room.
The mattress smells like piss and rat feces, yet I awake and rise in an unhurried manner. My
head pounding with a forceful migraine, I look about the room. There are crippled medicine
cabinets lurking in the corners of this defiled chamber, their glass is shattered, and the only
indication as to what exactly they held is gone. My mind labors to recollect the incident that
brought me to this dismal place, but, despite my own reluctance, I have no memory of it.
I cannot, for the life of me, remember why I am here. Did I commit a crime, do I deserve
this? I remember distant memories of my childhood, but they don't feel real. My memory, all of
my memory, it feels as if though it's but a fabrication. I don't really know particularly what I
remember: I know that the wall is green, I know this mattress is soiled, I know those are
cabinets glaring at me with their shredded glass, but, my name. What is my name? I can't
remember my name . . .
I check my ragged clothing for some mark of my own identification, I find nothing but a
blank tag tied around my toe with a strand of hemp string. The type of tag you would find tied to
the toe of a cadaver in a morgue. This provokes more questions than answers. Am I supposed to
be dead, was I dumped in here to rot and fester like the rest of the filth inhabiting this room?
If I can’t ameliorate my memory through thought alone, I must search for the answer. I
achingly rise to my feet from my slumped posture upon the mattress; my bare feet are chilled
upon the cold floor. My battered clothing provides little warmth. Across the room there is a
hospital door with a small window reinforced with steel lattice work. I shuffle across the glass
riddled floor cradling my chest upon my forearms; I approach the door and focus through the
glass.
This is when I realize that I am with company. Something, which seemed to be the shape
of a deformed nude man darts past the door with inconceivable speed. Air quickly inflates my
lungs as I gasp in sheer terror, I step back and cut my feet, but barely notice from my surge of
adrenaline. What was that?
Just as that thought passed through my mind, I perceive the most gruesome scream
ever heard by man. It emulated the ripping horror of ten thousand souls clawing at the gates of
oblivion, in sheer unfathomable dread to escape the crushing horror of a godless beast,
damning them to endless torment. My chest aches with maddening fear as my eyes water. I
hear the begging for the mercy of God, which is violently silenced. I must leave this place, for
there is no God in these halls, these are the halls of the forsaken.
Andrew Jeffery 2013
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Dao Le

Whispers
Some people in this world have nothing better to do than to talk about other people. I guess
there’s not much to do after school, because if you had something to do you wouldn’t be
worried about other people. Modern society is always concerned with what people have on,
what their hair looks like, who their dating, etc. If everybody just minded their own business the
world would be a much better place. High school is filled with whispers. They’re whispering
because no one dares to speak out loud. Like, how dare you say something to my face? I think
this is just a classic case of boredom. Everybody just needs something to do to keep them
occupied. Drama isn’t fun for everybody; it gets old after a while. You will come to the point
where you’ll get tired. You will come to the point where you’ll be sick. You will come to the point
where everything will annoy you. You will come to the point where you want to be violent, but
you’re better than that. You will come to the point to where you hate school, walking down the
hallway hearing the whispers.
Jade Johnson 2013
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Snow Angels
She spins around as soft flurries fall calmly from the sky. They land in her dark brown
hair, begin to leave little wet dots as they melt from the breath of her boyfriend who moved so
close to her. Their fingers intertwine as they walk down the snow covered path that leads into
the woods. The pathway is covered by animal tracks and freshly fallen flurries being shaken
from the branches above because of the playful squirrels from above.
A single red cardinal moved throughout the trees while they walked deeper into the
woods. The sun’s rays streak through the densely packed trees, leaving small holes of light
which created gleaming sparkles in the snow. The crunch of the ground is covered by their
constant laughter and peaceful chatter. He slides his hands out of hers, moves them to the
sides of her hips and pulls her in close, embracing her. He kisses her, then moves away and
wanders off into the seemingly endless forest. He disappears behind the trees and the girl
stands waiting, wondering where he is.
A snowball flies from behind the tree and he appears, throwing more towards to girl.
She hides behind a tree to scoop up snow but before she had the chance to throw it, he appears
next to her and gently tackles her to the ground. Their bodies sink into the snow, as they lay
laughing. The snow begins to fall faster, landing gently over them as they still lay giggling. He
rolls next to her and kisses her once again. Then he grabs her hands and lifts her up onto her
feet. He puts arm around her waist was they walk out of the woods, leaving nothing but
footprints and their body contours in the snow.

Priya Sharma 2014

Tteur Chun
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Wondering
Why is the sky so blue, snow so white?
Why doesn’t love conquer what’s wrong?
Push aside pride, unrelated things
Lost in one another, hold yourself tight
Time passes, so many words still unspoken
Whispers in your ear conscious things exploding
Memories leave your mind; you lie knowing it is everything
Who am I?
What is this about?
Far from perfect, open my eyes
See my reflection
I am a human without a doubt.
Jack Paul 2013
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Sweet Feeling
Sweet wind across my face
Music to my ears
The warmth of positivity unwelcomes my fears
Sensational the sun to the smoothness of my skin
I breathe in, out and back in again
Slow motion the pictures that my eyes capture
Beauty everywhere
Open arms fall into the clouds
I am here
Perfection in a single vision
One fell yet still unseen
Literally impossible
But a mind is capable of anything
Jacquelin (Jack) Paul 2013

Color Blind
They say when you look for love
You find it in wrong places,
Back in the day they kill you for looking at other races.
People always worry about what they think in the mind.
Never really focus on what they feel inside.
The color of the heart is red for the blood
They say on Valentine’s Day hearts are symbolic of love
Don’t go searching for love in wrong places
No one going to be around to pick up the broken pieces
Let the special person come to you, black, and white, purple and, blue
No matter what color or even the race,
You will know it’s real even before the first date
Learn from mistakes; learn a person when you cry together
Follow your dreams, become a team
If you so in love god will know he will help with the flow,
You make others see the glow
When the heavens take you take me
That the vow we keep, tat the initials wife and hubby to be
Not on the flesh
But in spirit, you see not in wrong places,
Worry about what you feel inside’
Skip the mind
Love isn’t blind your emotions, just color blind.
Yae’lashia Grooms 2014
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Setting Experiment
Darkness. Complete and total darkness. That’s all that I can see around me. I feel around and
search in the dark for something, anything that can illuminate the area. My hand suddenly drags
against an ice cold surface. The rough texture tears at my fingers with small, sharp thorns jutting
out. As I slowly feel my way around on what I could only assume to be a wall, my leg smacks
against a sharp object. I soon felt a warm liquid begin to trickle down my thigh, and a flash of
pain struck my thigh that same instant.
I did my best to calm myself and focus. I started to make out a faint noise, a horrid
screeching and then a constant heavy thudding which echoed through the space around me. I
slowly shuffled away from it, feeling along the surface with my hand. My hand was beginning to
go numb from the cold, and the sharp thorns only brought more pain the colder it got. The air
around me was getting thicker and making it harder to breathe. A sharp crackling erupts from
seemingly nearby, startling and causing my legs to stumble and slam against a thick, burning
tangle of cords. They quickly wrap and tighten around my right leg, searing their rigid forms
along its surface. Soon, the scorched coiled mass began to drag down along the length of my leg,
quickly disappearing from my perception.
Time was lost to me, a mysterious thing that I could not grasp and keep ahold of. I just
wanted this all to end, all of this to be just a bad dream. I took in shallow pants and began to
taste and smell the air. It was a crude and musty air, disorienting to breathe in and smell, and
each breathe only worsened the quality. A fit of coughs interrupted my breathing, as if
something had caught my throat and squeezed harshly. A raucous, incessant grating rang in my
ears, so loudly that it was almost deafening to hear for so long. I lost my bearings, slowly
slumping down to my knees on the thin ground below me. It was coated in a rancid, stinging
slime that seemed to creep its way up and around my body. As it slowly enveloped my body, I
could feel myself beginning to slip away. Away from reality, away from life and away from
death. In the midst of all this, my heartbeat thundered and boomed in my ears. It drowned out
my thoughts and all else.
Lee Sprague 2013

Josh Eskridge
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Abused
How could you be so blind?
To what happened to her for years
Your crushed that little girl’s spirits
All she wanted was for you to be her hero
Chorus
You failed her and she’ll never forgive you
How could you not see what was in front of you?
She loved you with all her little heart
And you let her be abused
She looked up to you
And you pushed her away
How could you
She was just a little girl
And you let her go
And know that she’s all grown up
She’s holding you accountable
You are her father and should’ve stoop her
One last question before you go
How could you let your little girl be abused?
Repeat chorus
She was only six when it started
And even though it’s over she’s still dealing with the pain
She has trouble speaking to people she doesn’t know
She was 16 when it stopped
You failed her and she will never forgive you
How could you not see what was in front of you
She loved you with all her heart
And you just let be abused
You just stood by and let your little girl be abused
How could you

Zowie Cable 2013
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More than Usual
Let us be more than just that
More than just spring dance partners
Let us try something different
Just hold my hand
Like every other couple
Hug me before saying goodbye
I want you to be close to me
Just give me all
Even if there is nothing left
I know it’s too much
To ask more than I am worth
But I promise I will give more than words
Jack Paul 2013

Tteur Chun

One Step
There are a lot of things that we don’t know
It won’t kill if we learn by experience
You said you want to know where we’re going
We’ve heard, we’ve seen a lot of things
But who knows what’s true
Let’s make our own story be told
Just one little step, maybe the rest will follow
Just take my hand, because we have to make the first step.

Jack Paul 2013
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The Love Triangle
Although I may be number 1 and we are in fact through,
I can’t erase what you have put me through but you put the blame on me only cause I saw the
real you through you,
Then there was number 2 where you had a breakthrough I guess you saw more in her than you
saw in me so you just left me be,
You created a love triangle that got out of control for me, her, and you . . .
So now as the story ends you’re only left with just you . . .
Toddrea Jackson 2014

Gone
A cold wind blows
At the top of the hill
She stands looking out
At the town
Buildings lit up
Lights flash
And darkness
Tteur Chun

Consumes her
She stands alone
Waiting
She closes her eyes
And she lets go
Releasing herself
From the emotional bonds
That tie her to earth
She lets go
And she falls
Down, down into
The darkness
The never ending abyss
Of nothingness
Priya Sharma 2014
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So Much Depends
So much depends on what the people think, the perception on what and how we should be are
in the eyes of the people,
The people who are easily moved to judge by what they see and not what they know,
So much depends on the criticism, the criticism from those who are most close, whether it’s
positive or negative, throwing out opinions and feelings that we are careless to listen to blocking
out what they say just to do what we want,
So much depends on who we are, are we what the people want? Does it really matter what the
people want see or feel?
We fall at the knees and feet of the people,
In this life time so much depends on pleasing the people.
Inspired by William Carlos Williams
Toddrea Jackson 2014

Andrea Gattis
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The Story of Lonny McKay
Home alone, Lonny sits with his phone in his hand, his girlfriend of five years is nowhere
to be found. He walks around the house frantically wondering what has happened to her. Lonny
had last seen Chloe three nights before on Saturday and it now was Tuesday. He finally walks
into the kitchen. From a distance he looks toward the kitchen table, there he sees a letter folded
up with red handwriting. Lonny reads “Dear Lonny, I have a confession, I’ve been seeing your
friend Jake behind your back for about a year now. I know what you’re thinking, I’m so sorry and
I never meant to hurt you. I hope you can forgive me… and another thing, by the time you read
this, I would have left town already. I’m sorry Lonny and I love you.” Lonny folds up the paper
and tears build up into his eyes then the tears begin to flow as rage fills his heart. He punches
the wall and throws the closest objects that are near him. His house is now in disarray. He walks
to the dark cold basement, as he walks down the steps they screech. He opens up an old, black,
dusty chest. While he opens the chest dust flings and he starts to cough. Lonny then picks up to
a gun wrapped up in a white towel. He puts the gun and his girlfriend’s note in his back pocket.
Rage still in his heart he runs up the basement steps, then grabs his car keys. Lonny
heads off to Jake's house to confront him about his affair with Chloe. He arrives at Jake's house
and sits still in the car simmering with anger. Lonny then kisses the necklace on his neck that he
received from Chloe a few years back when they first got together. He gets out of the car and
barges straight into Jake's house yelling, “You think I don’t know what you had going on with my
girl!”
“I’m sorry Lonny, I didn’t mean for things to happen this way, it just happened.” Jake
replies.
“What do you mean it just happened? Things like messing around with your friend’s
girlfriend just don’t happen but you going to pay for it now. I have nothing to lose. My girl left
me, my parents are dead and my best friend has betrayed me.”
Lonny pulls the gun out that he took from his basement and points the gun at the
temple of Jake’s head. Jake screams, “DON’T SHOOT ME! DON’T SHOOT ME!” Before Jake
opens his mouth for another word the gun goes off and runs straight through his head and it
was almost an instant death blood gouges out.
He drops the gun yelling, “OH GOD WHAT HAVE I DONE?” He picks the gun up, blood
splatters all over his white shirt and hands. He runs out the door and jumps in the car. As he
tries to put the keys in the ignition his hands start to shake. The car finally starts up and Lonny
drives to his house. He rereads his girlfriend’s breakup confession letter and grief fills his heart.
He goes down into the basement he sits in an old wooden rocking chair covered with
cobwebs. He slowly rocks back in forth as he states the Lord’s Prayer. He closes his eyes, opens
his mouth, and shoves the gun into his mouth. A few moments pass. Then he finally pulls the
trigger and the gun goes off. Lonny falls back into the chair. The police show up an hour later
after finding Jake only to find that Lonny had committed suicide.
Toddrea Jackson 2014
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Becoming a Haitian American
My name is Roody JR Jean. I get my name from my dad: my middle name means “small”
and my last name comes from the Bible.
My original nationality is Haitian and I am from a big city in Haiti named Petion-Ville. I speak
Creole, French and English.
I have been living in the U.S. for almost four years with my family. I found more
opportunity here than my countries because I don’t pay to go to school and jobs here are better
than in Haiti. I’m really happy to live here because it gives me a lot of opportunities to work to
help my family that I have in Haiti.
At first everything was so terrible for me because I didn’t speak English and I took two
years to adapt to U.S. customs. So I thank God a lot because He makes me live here and I know a
lot of people in my county and some countries elsewhere who want to come here to find a
better life. I want to work so hard to be what I want in my life.
Roody Jean 2013
Sky May Fall
If my sky may fall, I will fall before you,
I will look upon you, I will trust in you
If my sky may fall, I will believe in you,
I will wait for you; reach out my hand for you,
I will love you when my sky falls,
You’ll move the clouds, you’ll turn the darkness
Into the light you will fight and hold me tight
And when I begin to cry you’ll stand by my side
You’ll put me in a place where there’s nowhere to
Run or hide. And if my sky may fall, your ears
Will be wide open waiting for my call, standing
tall with open arms and speak to me with charm
If my sky may fall your eyes will glisten
and shine relaying that I am yours and you
are mines your love won’t fail nor will it decline
you have an open heart which I always knew from
the start so if my sky may fall, fall unto
me with an open heart and mind.
Toddrea Jackson 2014
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Die Without Love
Her heart is as beautiful as the sun
The father is a bawdy boil-brained bladder
I will always refuse to jump the gun
Her smile greets me like a bright new moon
When we first meet we had a ton of fun
Her guards can find me it does not matter
The love I have for her will marry us
When we are married we will live happy
This evil will pay for what has been done
Now this marriage is now undone
He will be forced out and live another life
She will die without my love
The friar will take care of my dove
We will find a way to be free together
Mathew Dill 2016

Tteur Chun

Happy Day
Look at me! I’m as happy as can be!
Floating on cloud nine, happily walking
When I woke up I had a cup of tea
I saw little kids with their ball, playing
Everything about my day has been good
I really like how my day is looking
I’m wearing my nice shirt for good showing
I do not want this day to end
There is no way I can be sad today
When I was walking I saw my best friend
I looked in the sky and there was no grey
The day has been a hot sunrise but yet,
Every day the hot sun has to set
Joey Geary 2016
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Freud (What Happens to the Hunted)
I had a dream last night. It was quite disturbing actually, though I can only remember bits and
pieces. At first I was merely an observer, watching the fate of another unfold before me, but
somewhere along the way things changed.
It was a man and he was a target. They told him, if you choose to go in there, to live in that
house, they are going to try to kill you. Around then is when the perspective changed. At first I
was just following along trying to figure out why exactly they were trying to kill him. Soon his
paranoia transposed itself, and as it became my own, it began to bury itself within me. Next I
know it, he was gone completely, and it was only me being hunted. They were shooting at me
endlessly. My fear was overtaking me. Running. Always running away.
Then the climax came. The female began to chase me one morning, far into the forest. I lost her
as I came upon a rancid smell emitted by an old barn. Despite the uninviting scent I scaled the
side of the barn breathless yet without hardly any effort. Finally, splintered by the old boards
and scared by the rusty nails, I reached an opening where the roof had caved in. When I peered
inside I was sickened, horrified in fact. Tears clouded my vision as I began to gag and screams
got stuck inside my throat strangling my breathing. I was thoroughly confused at what I was
seeing, what I had become a part of. Dead bodies lined the walls of the barn, what was most
disturbing of all were their heads. The corpses were entirely rotten while their hair was matted
in the clumps of tan, alabaster, and chocolate colored waxes—flesh toned—which covered their
faces.
I turned my gaze toward a well-informed voice which seemed to answer my questions from the
safety of absence. An interview with the female played before my eyes and they asked her if she
knew anything about the recent disappearances. She looked away shyly and answered yes. She
had been feeding off of the faces and flash of the youth, and there was a reason why but I could
not remember what it was—for youth, sociopathic satisfaction, for a sense of belonging, money,
or perhaps for nothing at all.
And I woke up. In a sweat, I woke up and rolled over in the silence to find my best friend still
sleeping beside me and my face intact. I wondered why; why do we not search for people when
they’re lost but rather, we find them once they’ve disappeared. We find them once they’re too
far gone, and they have no idea who they are. They’re incredibly hard to identify now that
they’ve disappeared. It’s sad because I’ve almost become them, one of the missing, and I asked
myself: what happens to the hunted?
Madison Gray 2013

Morgan Flanagan
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Emotions
My emotions are constantly played with.
Sometimes my feelings come out of random.
My feelings always get cut with a scythe.
I don’t really have a friend or fandom.
When I walk down the city public streets.
My used emotion is being upset.
Whenever I walk down the hallway I’m scared.
I don’t like being hit upside the head.
My teachers yell because I’m unprepared.
Everyone assumes I am brain-dead.
I never ever seem to get lucky.
This is why I’m moving to Kentucky.
Nicholas Salvas 2016

Who am I?
I can never try to care to be nice
I am as blind as a dizzy-eyed man
When I waste my cry time caring for who
I am a boil-brained fly-bitten frothy abyss
I act like he wouldn’t spare any rice
I act like a dictator from Iran
My rock heart is cries for my love for you
My actions dropped away into nothingness
I pull her around by her skin and teeth
I cry for my daughter death as I sigh
Where everything to me feels underneath
When I gulp and tell my daughter good bye
My love is the star to Juliet’s life
While I watch her cry in dying strife

Max Milligan 2016
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That Threat
In the halls I heard someone utter a threat
In the halls I heard him say, “I’ll get you.”
He said, “I’ll get you and that I will do.”
He said, “I’ll get you and that you can bet.”
I said, “Please forgive me, I’ll pay my debt.”
As I sit I wonder who to turn to
I wish this was able to undo too
I would do what he wants if he would let
Solutions you want for this situation
The answer you need is within you two
This solution causes infatuation
Love between you two is what we’ll do
This solution is not meant to cause frustration
But to create love between you two.
Michaela Jenkins 2016

Shakespearean Sonnet
The words these days has come to a poor place.
This blur of people, moving faster still.
My thoughts near drown in the noise from this fast pace.
Makes me more reserved in speech, does my will.
Your eyes express the great weight you can bare.
Your thought is silent, your pain is so very clear.
Our lack of conversation does not share.
Your burden, though I’d like to help my dear.
Your eyes have been holding back the crying,
You hide your emotions from near most all.
Now this life is too hard from dying.
To remain so private, you’re found to fall.
I sincerely hope that you don’t forget.
That my offer still stands here for you to get.

Cannan Cropper

Max Milligan 2016
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Just Because
Just because I have ADHD
Doesn’t mean that I’m not calm.
Just because I have ADHD
Doesn’t mean I’m impulsive
Just because I have ADHD
Doesn’t mean I can’t put it to good use
Just because I have ADHD
Doesn’t mean I can’t control it
Just because I have ADHD
Doesn’t mean I’m stupid
Miranda Wall 2015

Just Because
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I don’t have a family
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I don’t love my real parents
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I don’t have friends
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean my parents don’t love me
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I don’t have a life
Just because I’m in foster care
My life isn’t different from yours
Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I’m different from you

Morgan Flanagan

Just because I’m in foster care
Doesn’t mean I don’t feel love
Mary Gross 2015
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Dream
She was the girl of my dreams
I saw her every day.
And in my dreams at night,
The depth of her eyes
Crushed my stomach;
The shape of her body
Took my breath.
The gravity of her personality
Pulls me in.

Jack Paul 2013

Emotion
Emotion is a crazy thing to feel
It can be happy, sad, or sometimes mad
Although your face will rarely turn like teal
Hopefully you will never be too sad
You will be happy if you sail Lake Chad
You should never not feel some happiness
Do not be an unhappy little lad
Never feel the feeling of some sadness
Don’t ever feel like you are having rage
Do not put yourself in a state of pain
Not even if you are at an old age
It would be a highly unpleasant chain
You should never feel something other than joy
Just put yourself in the shoes of Rob Ray

Maddy Gurkin

Walt Baker 2016
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Just Because
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I’m reckless
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I’m always immature
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I can’t have a dream that seems impossible
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I’m irresponsible
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I can’t have an opinion
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I can’t understand new things
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I don’t learn from the past
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I’ll start trouble

Dao Le

Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean that I’m stupid
Just because I’m young
Doesn’t mean I haven’t been through a lot
Katie Shaheen 2015
Like Fire
It was like a burning fire
As it crept upon me
As she speak she is known as a liar
The fear in the eyes of another you could see
As her life is slowly passing way
For their own humor
What is this I am feeling in will it stay
As they spread away there funny little rumors
Is it fear or is it anger that she feels deep in side
She fights for the next day like a ranger
The chick keeps that getting to her
She leaves rather fights that what she prefers
Jada Miles 2016
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Random Rhymes
You are a gleeking gull-gorged giglet.
Samantha is a pink porky piglet.
She said she was walking on air today.
The wild goose chase sent him far away.
You are a dumb dull boring worthless dog.
You smell like a dirty ugly green frog.
The dog is as loud as a sonic boom.
I need to sleep somewhere like a big room.
The large girl said my backpack weighs a ton!
I said the doctor’s office was so fun.
The bee buzzed around me by the brown tree.
The boom scared the children holding the key.
The dog smiled when he walked around me.
The surf board ran away from the wild sea.
Kaleigh Coburn 2016

The Man
The dankish, dizzy-eyed, dewberry, likes dogs.
The cockered, common-kisser, likes big bogs.
I’m out on a limb, he always once said.
Overall he thinks it’s over his head.
The man is a crazy gleeking, giglet.
He is an infectious, rank, piglet.
He is as mean as a mangled, measle.
He is like a stubborn bawdy, weasel.
Her eyes are as wide as a bug he weeps.
He often says he’s in snow 5 feet deep.
His car always makes a crash, bang, and boom!
He always slams his door, I hear a whom!
His artificial leg moans like a mole.
His house looks like a dankish, water hole.

Jaynelle Ewell

Matthew Darcy 2016
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Emotion
Accuse me thus, that I have scanted all
Whereas I should your great deserts repay
Forgot upon your dearest love to call
Where to all bonds do tie me day by day
That I have frequently been with thy minds
And given to time your own dearest right
That I have hoisted sail to all the winds
Which should transport me farthest from your sight
Book both my willfulness and errors down
And on just proof surmise, accumulate
But shan’t bring me close to your big wide frown
But shoot not at me in your wakened hate
Since my appeal says I did strive to prove
The constancy and virtue of your love
Will Cooledge 2016

From what eyes are Romeo like the sun.
Can our parents hate hold back our true love?
When billions of weight is on our poor back,
Simple it seemed, but simple it is not.
My tears walked away for their time is done.
Gone is our fear like a flying white dove.
Those frothy fly-bitten flap-dragons fear me.
My strength is growing, my wits show a lot
I may be on cloud nine, but it is thin.
Nurse tried to help, only pulling us far.
Ding, the wedding bells welcome our kin.
My parents say no, not welcomed they are.
Trapped I feel, the love is gone, I feel none.
Scare and alone there is no more big fun.

Becca Rainey

Lauren Bailey 2016
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Alone
The products of her dreams
Are convulsing into fears
She wishes she could disappear into her head
To another world
Cuz she feels so alone
People think she’s shy
But truth is she’s stuck in another world
Where people don’t judge
Don’t discriminate against the poor
Where everyone is truly equal
Chorus:
It’s dragging her down
Cuz she wants to be in reality
But it’s just so hard
To fight this feeling of being alone
People don’t see that on the inside
All she wants is for someone to love her
Cuz she’s been alone for so many years
That she don’t know how to reach out for a hand
She wishes that she knew how
Repeat chorus
But now she’s got her friends and family
Their helping her stay in reality
Where she belongs
Cuz being alone is not what we’re ment to do
She’s crawling out of the world inside her head
And looking back she doesn’t see what is so appealing
Cuz no longer is she alone
She’s got her friends and family
And that’s all she’ll ever need
Zowie Cable 2013
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My Daddy
Where did he go?
He is gone in the wind.
He used to be here
With me all the time.
Now he’s having a nice life.
How do you treat your
Child like a nobody?
I hold tears back.
I miss you daddy
Come back. I was
Your little girl!
Now my life is an
Incomplete road.
I travel with lost
Love from you.
Where is my daddy?
I’m like a girl who
Is blind.
Where is my daddy?
I’m that girl that holds
Back all my tears and maintains
A smile. Where did my daddy, that
Is lost in this world, go?
Katyra Ellis 2016

Brooke Reese
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The Race
With these people by my side, I feel good
My heart is ‘bout to beat out of my chest
My attitude is pretty misunderstood
This thing gets it out of my heart so stressed
They look at me thinking I’m amazing
But I am normal, just another boy,
Who just so happens to leave them phasing
This competition I want to destroy
But my Mom says to be very careful
Because I have just only my one leg
But I tell her, “Who cares?” I still feel cool!
She smiles and laughs then eats her breakfast egg
It’s the day of the race, I know I’ll win!
Wish me luck and good wishes with a grin!

Cory Davis 2016

Love Long Ago
She flows through me like a bird in the sky.
She sinks such serene thoughts into my head.
Words cannot describe my feelings for her.
When I see her, I realize that time flies.
She is not even a small maggot-pie.
She is like a beautiful star in sense.
She is not rank, I love her and refer.
I never want her and me to divide.
I love her with all of the rough heart aches.
She is the absolute love of my life.
Ignorant and terrible are what I ain’t.
I will love her no matter day or night
When I see her I will always feel love.
I will treat her as gently as a dove.

Tara Janelli

Jackson Desjardins 2016
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Slow as Snails
People wander the halls without a care
They stand around and generate a maze
Some walk so slow the could be in a daze
I don’t see why they don’t just get somewhere
Some push right through to get from here to there
They’re standing in herds like cows out to graze
From “E” to “A” it’s rare without delays
How do they go so slowly, and just stand there?
I think we should take turns with a bullhorn
People can tell others to speed it up
And alas a new method will be born
And hopefully it won’t be a screw up
Then the halls will start to go with the flow
And the students will no longer be slow
Megan Abbey 2016

Sarah Bowler

The Way to be Nothing
The way to be nothing is to do nothing
Actions speak louder than any words
Go pass the bar, forget bumps and curves
Everybody sees those that’s how life goes
Go to school and do something
Go to work and move something
Or just sit at home, and don’t be “Nothing”
Anonymous
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The Lost Man
The days are long the nights are short, the man is lost. He is lost in thought, the thought of
losing the woman he loves. She walked right out of his life and jumped into another man’s arms.
Just like a common rag she threw him away on his own to cry and weep his days away. The poor
man has lost all emotion of life and is slowly going insane. His insanity grows more and more
each day with the longing of being with her again. All the women in the world will not fix his
heartache but it will stop his suffering for at least a little while. He is depressed, most days you
will find him looking at all the pictures of her and all the memories come pouring back into his
mind all the fun and laughter and love. The love you find in a young couple. That love that is so
innocent, compassionate and caring. But he is just sad, for losing her was the worst thing that
happened to him. The man is just lost in the world trying to find a love like he had that one time
with her, the woman of his dreams, his one and only love forever and ever till death do they
part and forever more shall they be together.
A short story by Charles Spinella 2013
The Final Cut
This knife I hold, so sharp in my hand,
Is the beautiful key to my promise land.
I make a graze and make it long,
I cry, and weep, and sing sad songs.
I’ll see the blood that’s ruby red,
Should I just graze or cut instead?
I hesitate, then make my choice,
The blood so red makes me rejoice.
Mean people have made the last of me,
I might end it all right by this tree
Not that anyone would even care of me,
Soon the heavens are what I’ll see.
And so I end, I end this weep,
Goodbye to no one and farewell to none,
If I make this last cut, I’m done, I’m done.

Dao Le

Cory Davis 2016

Prose Poem
The sky was tainted with a dark, violet mixture of color, with no sign of light except the orange
in the darkness.
Lee Sprague 2013
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DREAM LABYRINTH
A swirling vortex of blood and mud engulfs the girl in her pink pajamas and black tank top.
She lands in dark, shallow water, her butt getting wet. Her hair is a mess from sleep, and her
eyes are rimmed with sleep crust. She wonders briefly where she is and why, and then decides
she’s tired and wants more sleep. She walks into darkness, her bare feet splashing and creating
silent ripples in the obscure water.
The girl clenches her chest, sudden pain striking her heart. She staggers into a wall, leaning
against it regaining her posture. The air is stale and tasteless. Not good for an asthmatic. Her
feet are shriveled and wrinkly like an old man’s would be. She is highly aggravated because she
is most definitely lost in this impossible realm.
Last night it was blood-sucking unicorns, tonight it is this: a foolish maze, no- labyrinth. A
red light has been following her ever since she left the spot where the vortex of blood and mud
dropped her. The eerie, red glow illuminates the gray, stone walls looming on either side of her.
She stares hard at the wall to her right, finding carved paintings of little stick figures and most of
all; lively faces filled with . . . life. The girl trails her index finger along the smooth, cold, right wall
of the labyrinth, now partially amazed and indulged by her surroundings. To her the faces hold
meaning and look very realistic. She sees joyous, sad, anguished, and relieved faces. And more.
The girl turns a corner, enters darkness, turns another corner and groans. Will this dank
labyrinth ever end? She holds her hand up over her eyes, squinting at the red light that seems to
be floating in dead space above her. All that’s around it is hollow darkness. She continues,
aimlessly. Surely, in reality, it is morning by now. She can’t tell what time it is in this place. Time
just slips by when you’re dreaming. She slouches and stomps one foot in front of the other
grudgingly, pain sparking up her leg. Great, now her feet are aching.
The girl doesn’t notice the jingle and cool, musical laugh behind her. She cannot hear this. A
musical jingle echoes throughout the Dream Labyrinth, a whispering boy’s voice following it. The
girl does hear this, whirling around, her heart thundering, her eyes bloodshot and red, and her
bones gradually growing icy. A fully masked man stands behind her like a statue. He wears a
wolf’s mask and a full body cloak that matches the perfect pitch black void of the Dream
Labyrinth. Her voice won’t aid her, and she can only keep her eyes on him, fear clinging to her
insides. The man, no young man speaks, “Do you know why you’re here?” He asks plainly.
The girl shakes her head no, prickly needles of terror building their way up her spine.
Something about this young man just unnerves her beyond no end. The young man laughs, a
very delightful sound. A single jingle in the clouded darkness comes after.
“The Garden is waiting, Kayla,” the young man says, spreading his arms wide, and she can
only imagine his weird smile behind the wolf’s mask as pure, white light consumes her.
Jamiel Jones 2014
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The Edge
Have you ever been so close to the edge
That when you reach out for a hand
You get to nothing but the edge
When you’re so close to all you want to do is fall
Chorus:
People say things about the way she dresses
Make comments about her cutting herself
They judge her because she’s different
And they don’t understand
What they don’t know is that she’s so close to the edge
That when she reaches out for a hand she gets
Nothing but air
She thinks she’s too far gone for help
She’s ready to jump
But they don’t know that all
It takes is taking a step back
Looking at the world
That there is help
That she’s not too far gone
Repeat Chorus:
She’s been through the ringer a time or two
But she’s holding on as best she can
Her fingers are slipping
And no one’s coming to her rescue
Cuz no one understands
They don’t understand what brings
You that close to the edge
That just makes you want to fall
But now she’s rising from the edge
Taking a step back

Josh Eskridge

She’s finally seeing that life is worth living
So she’s moving from the edge
And living life
They still don’t understand
But it’s finally okay
Cuz she’s found herself
And moving away from the edge
Zowie Cable 2013
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Meditation on Color
This warm liquid seeps out from these wounds on my body.
Crimson, it is the color of my blood.
It is the color of my heart.
It is the color of my anger and my passion.
All these burn in my mind and soul,
And all these keep me alive.
Lee Sprague 2013

Spoken Word Piece
You’re the worst thing that happened to my music.
But you’re the BEST thing to me.
When I should be writing how you broke my heart.
I’m writing about how you mended back together
After the last guy shattered it into pieces,
When I should be writing about how I’m single and independent
I’m writing about how I’m taken and how I’m so in love
You in general make me happy, smile, tender hearted
But you’re a distraction to my music.
When I should be writing, I can’t.
I just can’t.
I enjoy your company; it brings me joy and happiness
So much happiness.
Ky’esha Custis 2013
Inspired by Sarah Kay

The Setbacks
The feeling of loss
The feeling of love
To know you’ve learned
Are great to none
The meaning of life
To me or to one out-shadowed by life
I pour my soul to reach a goal
In the land of the free
I still feel cold,
Trapped and tangled, stuck and scared
Step by step I disappeared
One wonders of Joy
One wonders of happiness
But one doesn’t deserve it nevertheless.
Jason Lewis 2013
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Moving on
That little girl always had her family
They prayed n’ prayed n’ prayed
And never let her go without the love she needed
Cuz her dad just sat by and let her go on being abused
Her aunt always told her to keep her head held high
To stick it out cuz it was only a moment in time
Cuz God has a plan for us all
And this one’s gonna make you stronger
Her family is everything to her
Without them she’d never have fought
They are her hero’s
They taught her to fight
To never let her past bring her down
Her grandma told her they always knew she was coming home
Her grandma hugged her so hard she could barely breathe
But it didn’t matter cuz she was home
She was finally home
And her grandma cried tears of joy
Canaan Cropper

Her mom had so many sleepless nights
That when she heard her little girl was coming home she cried out in joy
Her mom told her that God’s plan happened in due time
And she’s glad her little girl is home
Cuz that’s just where she should be
That little girl always knew she’d be coming home
All it took was her running away
Sometimes she misses her father
But then she remembers that he just stood by
While she was being abused
Here is everything to her
Without them she’d never have fought as hard as she did
They are her hero’s
They taught to her fight
To never let her past get her down
Now she’s starting over
Chasing her dreams
She’s letting the pain go best as she can
Cuz holding her head high
And she’s moving on with life
Yeah, she’s moving on with her life
Zowie Cable 2013
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Follower or Leader
I lead in which those, whom follow me,
And follow in which rules are right for me.
To be a follower is to what and who you follow.
To lead in where you’re taking the thing,
It or what comes behind you.
I’ve always been told the first shall be the last
And the last shall be the first,
So with that lead, in which follow;
It’s all the same thing just like a game,
You just have to choose the way you play.
Yae’lashia Grooms 2014

Advice from a Rock
Be strong and hardy
-

Don’t let people push you around
Ignore your pain
Keep to yourself
Lee Sprague 2013

Brooke Reese
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My Prayers
I pray
Like some homeless people every night.
I pray
That I get to stay where I am.
I pray
That my mom’s and dad’s health gets better.
I pray
I pray To keep my brother and sisters out of trouble.
I pray
Because sometimes I feel like an outcast.
I pray
Because where I am feels like my home.
I pray
For them to release my sisters and my brothers back home.
I pray
For God to make things back to exactly the way they were before.
I pray
To thank God for all he has done for me.
I pray
Will lay me down to sleep, I pray to God my soul to take
If I should die before I wake
I pray to the Lord, my soul to take!
Amber Belle 2016

Kara O’Neil
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Qualia & Explanatory Gaps
Qualia is a word used among philosophers to describe the basic values one can
use to depict something through language, such as Red, salty, emotional feelings,
physical feeling, and sound. All of these things such as color are agreements. My red and
your red may be completely different in our heads, but we have both learned that the
color of a strawberry that we perceive in our head is called “red” so naturally we both
agree that it’s red with no conflict and move on.
The problem with qualia is that one can only explain things to a point. For
example, trying to explain to a blind person who’s been blind all their life what a granny
smith apple looks like. We can tell them its surface is smooth by looking at it. They can
feel it. We can tell them how it tastes and its approximate weight as they can too. But
when we tell them it’s green, that’s where we run into a problem.
They can understand what green looks like because they’ve never seen
anything. I can’t explain what green looks like because it is one of the lowest values I can
use to describe something. Just as I can’t put the color green in their head by
explanation alone, they can’t exactly tell me what their perception of “bitter” and
“sour” is.
To a person who’s blind, color is an alien idea. So I can’t say green is fresh
looking, blue is cool, and red is hot because these descriptions don’t make the least bit
of sense to them. This lack of information that can be used to describe qualia is called an
explanatory gap. An explanatory gap is a notion that cannot be explained by human
communication.
For instance, pain. I can take an alien from another planet who can’t feel pain,
teach him English, put him through medical and neuroscience classes, I can teach him
that pain passes through the A-delta and C-sensory fibers, he can learn what effects pain
has on the body, he can learn pretty much everything that has to do with pain, and he
could get a pretty good idea that pain causes displeasure for the most part. But he could
never actually experience what it’s like to undergo “pain.”
Many philosophers believe explanatory gaps and qualia are a flaw in human
language. One could presume that there is the possibility of the creation of a new type
of language, one with completely different grammatical rules, a different meaning to
vocabulary, new types of words, and different qualia. We can change the rules of
language to better suit our descriptive needs. Maybe one day I can tell a blind person
what green looks like in a sentence thousands of words long and make green pop into
their head. Or maybe compare my perception of reality with yours.
Andrew Jeffery 2013
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In A Path
In a path where no one understands
Where no one forgive
Where no one forgets
Where no one is bound up
Where no one is free
Where there is no change
Where there is no hope
Where there isn’t pain
Where there is no game
Where the word love has no meaning
Where the word love is tossed around
Like a leaf in the fall.
Tyneisha Winder 2013

Morgan Flanagan
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Note to Readers:
Enjoy the 2012-2013 Anchor Creative Writing Magazine from the students of James M. Bennett High School. This year
the collection includes philosophical musings on human perception, dream sequences, angst over love lost and a
playful modeling of poets and playwrights.
Many thanks to the teachers who encouraged students to write beyond the norm of essays and text-based responses.
Special thanks to Casey Foltz for allowing us to include the fine artwork included.
JMB creativity took many forms this year: eleven students competed in the Poetry Out Loud school competition, and
many poets and musicians took part in two celebrations of music and poetry for the January and April PTSA evenings.
Congratulations to Michael Li and Kieran Murphy who competed at the Maryland State Poetry Out Loud Competition
after winning school, county and regional competitions. A thank you to Teresa McCain for co-advising competitors
and James Cook, Nancy Turner, Kathryn Wilde and Jill Price for acting as judges for the school competition.
This year saw the second annual performance of PTSA-sponsored, live Shakespeare from Brown Box Theatre Project
along with workshops enjoyed by many students. The performance of Romeo and Juliet was enjoyed by most of the
th
student body. The annual event will be celebrated next year on September 16 with A Midsummer’s Night Dream.
During April’s Poetry Month, Creative Writing students wrote letters to the Academy of American Poets through the
Letters to a Poet program, many classes participated in Poetry Slams and performances, and Honors 12 students took
part in Poem in Your Pocket Day, a national event. Yes, poetry was read in classrooms as diverse as Biology,
Psychology, Technology Education and CTE.
Thank you for exercising your creative spirit!
Joan D. Cooper
Advisor
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